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A central principle of Mitonuclear Ecology

“co-transmission of mt and N-mt 
genes thwarts the coevolution of mt 

and N-mt genes”



Co- Co- Co- Co-transmission

If it works well, why not inherit together?

Asexual vs sexual reproduction

Other ways to co-transmit?



Sex linkage and N-mt genes?

• N-mt genes on Y or W 
would be problematic

Autosomal N-mt genes♀♂
F1 heterogametic sex

X N-mt genes

Z N-mt genes



Sex – linkage of Nmt genes will co-transmit 
with mt genome?

Rand et al 2001, Genetics
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A central tenant of Mitonuclear Ecology

“co-transmission of mt and N-mt 
genes thwarts the coevolution of mt 

and N-mt genes”



Co-transmission ≠ Co-evolution

• Hill-Robertson effect
• Co-transmission via gene linkage creates larger units of selection

• Are Nmt genes sex-linked? 

• If so, what are some predictions we can derive to explain broader 
patterns of behaviors / phenotypes in animals?





Some insight into the motivation for this 
chapter

(by female mate choice)



Sex linkage/determination

• Evidence for under-
representation of N-mt on 
sex chromosomes in 
mammals

Drown et al. 2012



But…

• Doesn’t hold for other XY systems

• Not seen in ZW

• Predates evolution of sex 

chromosomes

• “Intimate” N-mt genes?

Dean et al. 2014



Haldane, Mitonuclear Breakdown, and Sex 
Chromosomes
• Haldane’s rule: box 4.1



Haldane, Mitonuclear Breakdown, and Sex 
Chromosomes
• Haldane’s rule: box 4.1

• XY systems, males should suffer greater breakdown 

• ZW systems, females should suffer greater breakdown

• What is the source of breakdown? What genes?



Haldane, Mitonuclear Breakdown, and Sex 
Chromosomes
• Haldane’s rule: box 4.1

• XY systems, males should suffer greater breakdown 

• ZW systems, females should suffer greater breakdown

• What genes contribute to Haldane-type hybrid breakdown?

• XY? Males get X and mito from mom

• ZW? Females get Z from dad, mito from mom



Cytonuclear conflict

• Within individuals

• Mother’s curse

Havird et al. 2019



Selfish replication

Havird et al. 2019



Selfish nad5Δ mtDNA nematodes

Clark et al. 2012

Estes et al. 2011



Selfish ATP6 mt Drosophila

• Close vs. distant competition

Ma and O’Farrell 2016



Uniparental inheritance and the mother’s 
curse
• Uniparental inheritance is likely a response 

to prevent selfish replication and 
competition among distantly related 
genomes

• Opens up the door to another kind of 
conflict:

• ‘‘In males, cytoplasmic genes in outbreeding 
species will have no selection on them at all 
to function properly.’’ Cosmides and Tooby
1981

Frank and Hurst 1996; Gemmel et al. 2004



Uniparental 
inheritance 
isn’t universal

Havird et al. 2019



Evidence of mother’s curse

• Weak form – COX2 variant in Drosophila
• Not true sexually antagonistic conflict

Patel et al. 2016



Evidence of mother’s curse

• Strong form – CYTB variant in Drosophila
• True sexually antagonistic conflict

CAMUS AND DOWLING 2018



Cytoplasmic male sterility

• Chimeric mt ORFs

• Gynodioecy

• Nuclear RF genes

• True conflict

• Energy-limitation hypothesis Schnable and Wise 1998



Limited repertoire in old vs. young 
endosymbionts

Havird et al. 2019



Nuclear responses to combat sex conflict

• RF genes, coevolution, etc.

• Sex-specific N-mt paralogs 

Mt subunits

Nuc singleton subunits

Nuc duplicate subunits

Gallach et al. 2010, Eslamieh et al. 2018, Havird and McConie 2019



Conflict vs. coevolution

• Hill favors coevolution 

• All the hypotheses put forward in light of coevolution could also be 
interpreted in light of conflict

• E.g., speciation and CMS




